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About This Game

Cat's Yarn is a casual open world platformer where you can do what you have always wanted, be a cat!
Have fun exploring the world while using wall climbs and walls jumps to traverse buildings and obstacles.
There are also 100 balls of yarn in the game world, try to collect them all!
There are no enemies or time limit, so you are free to explore at your own leisure.
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Cat's Yarn was built with low end PCs in mind and should run well on systems
built within the last 10 years.
This is our first published game, so feel free to contact us with any bugs,
glitches or other issues you encounter and we will do our best to remedy them
right away!
Thanks!
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Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
DRP
Publisher:
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Release Date: 9 Jul, 2018
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I'm so disappointed in this game. It's not quite what I was hoping for, but I can tell he put a lot of effort in it. The trailer looks
absolutely dope, I always wanted to try roam an open world as a cat. Honestly, probably be better as an open world battle royale.
It would be pretty funny and cool. I really hope he can improve on this successful formula in Cat's Yarn 2.. Mouse doesn't stay
locked into the game, jump inputs are constantly ignored and your cat simply sticks to the ground, easily ruining the climb all
the way up a building due to you just falling off. Wall jumping is inconsistent and seems to be completely random when it
chooses to work. Also all the yarn is annoyingly 2 inches off the ground so instead of walking through it you have to jump
around with stiff controls until you get it. I hope they make the controls more fluid and consistent in the future. I was going to
speedrun this game to gather all the collectibles but the controls are just too hard to deal with.. Short game, but very fun. Great
little indie game with a cool low poly style. 10\/10 would be a cat again. Super cute game. lots of fun for just running around
and exploring. Great game for just relaxing, Great game for the money.
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